Through a 6-month program, Leaders of Today and Tomorrow (LOTT) develops and challenges emerging professional women to see their role in furthering women's leadership in all sectors.

Applications for Fall 2021 Fellows & Mentors Extended Through June 15
www.wearelott.org

"I'm amazed by the brilliant speakers, board, and other fellows I've met. I'm most impressed by how successful the fellowship has been virtually, and I'm grateful to have had such a wonderful opportunity for growth."

- Maryan, 2020 LOTT Fellow

LOTT values diversity in all its forms. The “all” includes and is not limited to people of every racial, ethnic, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, economic, education, immigration, and disability status. LOTT is committed to inclusion and strives to provide a safe and welcoming environment for all. This is made possible through partnership, training, and clear expectations between board members, committee members, mentors, and workshop facilitators, speakers, and other volunteers.